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Although humanity has always been adapting to a changing environment,

the accelerated rate of climate change in combination with continued

socioeconomic development and the delay in climate action result in deep

uncertainties, further challenging policy, and decision making. A main are

of concern, triggered by the increasing frequency and intensity of climatic

hazards are growing uncertainties regarding the e�ectiveness of prevailing

adaptation strategies, as well as constraints and eventually limits to adaptation.

The existing literature is largely conceptual and focusses on the Global South,

where evidence for reaching adaptation limits already exists. In this study,

we aim to uncover whether Austria, a Global North country, faces intolerable

risks from climate change and experiences adaptation constraints that may

trigger limits to adaptation. As there are still considerable uncertainties involved

in quantifying potential adaptation limits, we use a social science approach

to collect first empirical evidence on this crucial issue. We identify and

discuss sources of concern based on semi-structured interviews (n = 26) with

climate change adaptation and disaster risk management experts. Our results

indicate that although Austria may currently not face physical constraints,

which could lead to “hard” adaptation limits, it is nevertheless essential

to upgrade existing adaptation strategies for more severe climatic events

that may impose “soft” adaptation limits at the local and individual level.

Many of these perceived soft adaptation limits are linked to constraints

in imagination, awareness, and knowledge, but also to confining decision-

making processes and the locked-in focus on technical adaptation measures,

which cannot be scaled up indefinitely. To overcome these constraints and

avoid adaptation limits, we suggest more inclusive stakeholder involvement in

adaptive planning and the design of climate strategies by fostering bottom-

up or participatory processes and integrating disaster risk management and

climate change adaptation more strongly within polycentric risk governance

approaches. Our insights can be seen as a precursory scoping study for

the establishment of comprehensive decision making under deep uncertainty

approaches in Austria and beyond, since at least many Global North countries

share similar constraints and uncertainties regarding technological, economic,

and political trends.
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limits to adaptation, intolerable risks, climate risk management, adaptative planning,
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1 Introduction

The adaptation of human societies to a changing environment

is nothing new, and necessary to human survival (Adger et al.,

2009). However, anthropogenic climate change and its interplay

with socioeconomic development processes possess an increasingly

significant challenge to policy and decision making because of deep

uncertainty1 (Marchau et al., 2019). Even though the uncertainty

as to whether climate change is taking place and whether human

activities are its main driver has been removed through collective

efforts by the global research community over the last years,

other considerable uncertainties remain (IPCC, 2021, 2022a,b).

These comprise the magnitude and speed of climate change and

its impacts, their geographical distribution and in turn adequate

climate mitigation and adaptation policies.

A main area of concern, triggered by accelerated rates of

climate change and the resulting increased frequency and intensity

of natural hazards, are intensifying uncertainties regarding the

effectiveness of individual adaptive measures and countries’

climate change adaptation (CCA) strategies and whether limits to

adaptation could be reached (Adger and Vincent, 2005; Adger and

Barnett, 2009; Berkhout, 2013; Brondizio et al., 2016; Leal Filho and

Nalau, 2018; Haasnoot et al., 2020). Evidence suggests that neither

mitigation nor adaptation measures will suffice to safeguard socio-

ecological systems from harm (Smith et al., 2011) or prevent losses

and damages from climate change, which are already observable

in certain regions of the world, beyond natural climate variability

(Verheyen, 2012; Warner et al., 2012, 2013; IPCC, 2022a).

Adger et al. (2009) stress the importance of considering

adaptation limits as “endogenous to society” and influenced by

values, norms, and culture rather than simply conceptualizing

them as physical, economic, or technological constraints, which

are insufficient to describe them fully. Adaptation limits are

socially constructed and materialize when impacts on physical

or ecological systems are considered unacceptable or intolerable

(Barnett et al., 2013). This makes adaptive action an issue of justice,

as the prioritization of measures above others can adversely impact

certain population groups more strongly than others (Barnett,

2010). Moreover, decision-making is driven by human cognition

and perceptions, and the inability to imagine being vulnerable to

climate change, also referred to as “limits of imagination,” reduces

the willingness to act and thereby the adaptive capacity of a system

(Coulter, 2018) increasing the risk of breaching adaptation limits.

All of this makes the case of adaptation limits a “wicked” policy

problem, characterized not only by “deep uncertainty” but also

“deep conflict” (Linnerooth-Bayer, 2021).

Building on a classification of uncertainty introduced by

Walker et al. (2003), adaptation limits represent a “Level 4”

uncertainty, i.e., the deepest level of recognized uncertainty and

before the domain of “total ignorance,” particularly when it

comes to the Global North. Information on adaptation limits

1 In a situation of deep uncertainty, “the experts do not know or the parties

to a decision cannot agree upon (i) the external context of the system, (ii) how

the system works and its boundaries, and/or (iii) the outcomes of interest

from the system and/or their relative importance” (paraphrasing Lempert

et al., 2003; Marchau et al., 2019, p. 2).

within scientific literature tends to be more conceptual than

analytical (Thomas et al., 2021). Knowledge on the constituents,

functional relationships and data (e.g., probability distributions of

key parameters) of limits to adaptation is still lacking and requires

further investigation (Barnett et al., 2015). As a result, analysts

still struggle to specify appropriate quantitative models for effective

policy and decision support. In addition, discussions on limits

to adaptation within policy and research are also often focussed

on countries of the Global South, for which some evidence of

adaptation limits already exist (IPCC, 2022a). However, Global

North countries could also be impacted by risks beyond adaptation

limits and benefit from further research on the experiences of

vulnerable groups (McNamara and Jackson, 2019). Assessing

concrete examples of places and population (sub)groups at risk

would lead to important advances in policy-oriented adaptation

research (Barnett, 2010).

In this paper, we aim to contribute to a better understanding

of adaptation constraints under deep uncertainty imposed by

anthropogenic climate change and how theymay lead to adaptation

limits in the Global North by focusing on Austria as one specific

example. We set out to empirically uncover by means of expert

interviews (1) whether Austria faces climate change risks which

are considered intolerable, (2) whether there is awareness for

adaptation constraints potentially causing limits to adaptation

and (3) what possible solutions to reduce such constraints could

be, thereby supporting the development and design of robust

adaptation strategies.

We argue that this social science approach can be an important

first step toward establishing a comprehensive Decision Making

Under Deep Uncertainty (DMDU) approach (Lempert et al., 2003;

Stanton and Roelich, 2021) in countries like Austria as we shed light

on all three generic elements of DMDU approaches (Marchau et al.,

2019): (1) framing the analysis, by formulating triggering issues

and problems, (2) performing an exploratory uncertainty (about

external factors, system structures and outcomes) analysis based on

expert opinion, and (3) identifying initial actions of incremental or

transformative nature.

2 Background

2.1 Conceptualizing limits to adaptation

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

defines CCA in human systems as “the process of adjustment to

actual or expected climate and its effects, in order tomoderate harm

or exploit beneficial opportunities” (IPCC, 2019). Constraints make

adaptation processes more difficult and are unevenly distributed

across regions and groups. The IPCC distinguishes between

physical, biological, economic, financial, human resource, social

and cultural, as well as governance and institutional constraints

(Klein et al., 2014). Constraints to CCA may lead to adaptation

limits, defined as “conditions or factors that render adaptation

ineffective as a response to climate change and are largely

insurmountable” (Adger et al., 2007, p. 733) or “the point at

which an actor’s objectives (or system needs) cannot be secured

from intolerable risks through adaptive actions” (Dow et al., 2013;

IPCC, 2019). Intolerable risks are those which “exceed a socially
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negotiated norm (e.g., the availability of clean drinking water) or

value (e.g., continuity of a way of life) despite adaptive action”

(Dow et al., 2013, p. 385). Values refer to what is considered

important by a group or society. Together with societal norms, they

shape how rules and institutions are developed, and which actions

are taken. Recognizing adaptation limits as socially constructed

stresses the importance of ethics, knowledge, risk and culture in

understanding where adaptation limits may arise (Adger et al.,

2009). Adaptation limits can be qualified as “soft” when they can

be shifted, for example once adaptative measures become available,

and as “hard” when no adaptive action is possible (Klein et al.,

2014). Soft adaptation limits are also referred to as constraints,

which can be overcome in principle (Dow et al., 2013) or with

concerted effort, changes in thinking or shifts in resources (Moser

and Ekstrom, 2010; Barnett et al., 2015).

Limits to adaptation can also occur when the adaptive capacity

of a human system is exceeded (Adger and Vincent, 2005).

Constraints that may lead to adaptation limits are context-

specific and vary according to sectoral, spatial and temporal

scales (Biesbroek et al., 2013), while adaptive capacity depends

on a combination of physical and intangible assets (Brown and

Westaway, 2011), as well as political and social power relations

(Birkmann, 2011). The actual feasibility of adaptative measures

depends on available resources and measures, their appropriate

and culturally acceptable use, as well as other external constraints

(Füssel, 2007; Brown and Westaway, 2011). Although research on

adaptive capacity is growing, it remains fragmented and would

benefit from the identification of general patterns applicable in

different contexts (Siders, 2019).

2.2 The Austrian context

Austria is expected to be disproportionately affected by climate

change, with average temperature increases already above the global

average. The mean temperature during the year 2020 was 2.1◦C

higher than the mean temperature of the reference period 1961–

1990 (Stangl et al., 2021). Temperature extremes are predicted

to increase, along with the frequency of extreme events (APCC,

2014). Under a moderate climate change scenario, the costs of

weather- and climate-related disasters for society are predicted

to rise to an average annual level of 4.2 to 5.2 billion EUR by

mid-century if no measures are taken, compared to an annual

average of around 1 billion EUR for the first decade of the twenty

first century for direct damages, which represents slightly above

0.25% of GDP (Steininger et al., 2016). Austria relies heavily on

its tourism industry which was directly and indirectly responsible

for 6.2% of the county’s nominal GDP in 2022 (BMWA, 2022),

especially in terms of outdoor activities. The expected changes

in precipitation and temperature will therefore strongly impact

this sector (Pröbstl, 2021). Winter tourism in particular, which is

responsible for almost half of annual overnight stays in Austria, is

predicted to change fundamentally toward the end of the twenty

first century as skiing will no longer be possible in all locations

where it is practiced today (Steiger et al., 2021). Landscape changes

can also be caused by the loss of forests, which provide not only

timber, but important ecosystem services, including leisure and

the protection of infrastructure and settlements from gravitational

hazards (Getzner et al., 2017). Floods and droughts pose a high risk

for health and wellbeing in Austria, which is predicted to increase

further in the future due to the increased frequency, intensity and

duration of extreme events (Haas et al., 2019). Substantial damages

were caused by riverine flood events in 2002, 2005 and 2013,

while insurable damages from agricultural droughts for 2013–2019

exceeded other types of agricultural losses, for instance those from

storms or hail (Leitner et al., 2020).

Despite this comprehensive scientific evidence on potentially

severe socioeconomic effects of climate change in Austria, the

current policy narrative asserts that Austria’s adaptive capacity

is sufficiently high to deal with any future impacts of climate

change. However, this perception does not necessarily mean that

adaptation will occur and/or that adaptation strategies will be

successful. This phenomenon, also referred to as the “adaptation

myth” (Repetto, 2008), can be observed in a number of cases.

Both in the U.S. and in Norway, two other industrialized Global

North countries, there is evidence of a high risk of insufficient

adaptation despite high adaptive capacity due to reactive rather

than anticipatory adaptation practices (Naess et al., 2005; Repetto,

2008), or insufficient focus on indirect impacts of climate change

(O’Brien et al., 2006). The scientific literature finds that delaying

CCA action does not only lead to substantial costs in the future,

but also to policy traps that inhibit the implementation of effective

measures against the impacts of climate change (Nair and Howlett,

2016), with the risk of generating adaptation limits.

3 Methodology

To assess intolerable risks and adaptation constraints that may

lead to adaptation limits in Austria, we opted for semi-structured

interviews to systematically gather stakeholder perceptions, given

the lack of and high uncertainty in long-term quantitative risk

assessments. This is in line with most studies assessing adaptation

limits examined by Thomas et al. (2021, p. 10), which carry out

surveys, interviews and focus groups: “the actorcentric emphasis of

these methodologies shows how social conditions and governance

systems enable or limit adaptation.” Semi-structured interviews

are often used to investigate complex topics and opinions, or

diverse viewpoints (Longhurst, 2009). This approach also allows

interviewees to include contextual information and mention

related issues they consider relevant. We designed an interview

protocol divided into 5 sections: (1) natural hazards trends

in Austria, (2) roles in disaster risk management (DRM) and

CCA, and effected sectors, (3) CCA measures, potential limits,

and transformation, (4) risk tolerance and intolerable risks, (5)

international dimension. All interview questions were related to

the current and future situation in Austria and aimed to gather

interviewee perceptions, for instance on the most important types

of extreme events in Austria, the status of cooperation between

DRM and CCA institutions, or the measures which would be

needed to tackle climate-related issues along with reasons why

those are not implemented yet. We identified issues as adaptation

constraints if they represent factors that inhibit appropriate and

timely CCA measures, with the potential of leading to intolerable

risks or undesirable outcomes for ecosystems and society. This was
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FIGURE 1

Risk governance mapping for the case of flood risk in Austria. Based on Leitner et al. (2019).

done through direct elicitation (e.g., “what does ‘not being able to

adapt’ mean to you?” or “please describe a likely damage scenario

which you would classify as intolerable”) and by extracting implicit

information from answers to other questions.

To identify relevant interviewees we have further developed

and updated risk governancemaps for Austria developed by Leitner

et al. (2019) for various climate-related risks based on desktop

research (see Figure 1 for the up to date governance map for flood

risk in Austria). The initial set of interviewees was selected to

cover these key public and private stakeholders in Austria in the

field of climate risk management, specifically dealing with flood

and drought risk, and across different levels of governance. The

initial list of interviewees was continuously expanded through

a snowballing approach, which permitted the identification of

further relevant interview partners. Interviews lasted between 45

and 90min and were carried out between June and September 2020

with a total of 26 respondents.

3.1 Data analysis

The qualitative data gathered through the interviews was

evaluated in the software NVivo using Qualitative Content Analysis

(QCA), which is a method used for the analysis of large datasets

to systematically extract relevant qualitative information (Mayring,

2010). Responses were coded within a two-stage process into

deductively predefined categories, which summarize into six

higher-level headings (see Table 1 for the coding scheme). The first

coding stage is reflected by the heading “Adaptation constraints”

and the associated categories, which are based on the categories of

adaptation constraints described in Thomas et al. (2021) (see first

line in Table 1).We chose the categorization by Thomas et al. (2021)

as first stage coding scheme because it is based on a comprehensive,

systematic literature review and summarizes recent insights on

constraints and limits to adaptation across the world. The second

stage of the process then evaluated the interviews according to

five additional headings, which represent the five sections of

the interview protocol (see Supplementary material), and related

categories (see lines 2–6 in Table 1). The second stage coding

scheme allowed for a more nuanced and detailed evaluation of

the interviews. The initial coding scheme was adjusted inductively

during the coding process in order to better reflect the main themes

discussed by the interviewees.

Interviewees were anonymised and given a coded name starting

with A (for stakeholders from policy), F (for stakeholders from

research), O (for stakeholders from public administration) and V

(for stakeholders from the private and financial sector), followed by

a number. These coded names are used in the following section to

refer to interviewees.

4 Results

Our results indicate that climate-related risks in combination

with adaptation constraints can potentially lead to various

adaptation limits in Austria. In the following sections, we present

more detailed examples of perceived adaptation constraints, their

potential implications, and suggested measures to tackle them,

structured according to the different categories of constraints

presented in the first row of Table 1, our primary coding layer.

4.1 Economic constraints

4.1.1 Economic structures
Prevailing economic structures may impose constraints and

lead to adaptation limits. The economic system can inhibit change

and the implementation of new measures, as that would mean
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TABLE 1 Coding categories.

Heading Deductively pre-defined categories Inductively adjusted categories

Adaptation constraints [based on Thomas et al.
(2021)]

Economic Economic

Social/cultural Social/cultural

Human capacity Human capacity

Governance/Institutions/Policy Governance/Institutions/Policy

Financial Financial

Information/Awareness/Technology Information/Awareness/Technology

Physical Physical

Biological Biological

Natural hazard trends in Austria Heat and drought Heat and drought

Floods Floods

Precipitation Precipitation

Avalanches Avalanches

Permafrost Bark beetles

Bark beetles Pests∗

Rockfalls∗

Storms and strong winds∗

Cold and frost∗

Roles in disaster risk management (DRM) and
CCA, and effected sectors

DRM DRM

CCA CCA

DRM and CCA DRM and CCA

Forestry Forestry

Agriculture Agriculture

Tourism Tourism

Industry Industry

Households Households

Critical infrastructure∗

CCA measures, potential limits, and
transformation

Technical/infrastructural measures Technical/infrastructural measures

Legal measures Legal measures

Spatial planning measures Spatial planning measures

Institutional measures Institutional measures

Behavioral changes Behavioral changes

Hard limits Hard limits

Soft limits Soft limits

No limits No limits

No new measures No new measures

Incremental adaptation Incremental adaptation

Fundamental changes Fundamental changes Hard limits

Risk tolerance and intolerable risks Tolerable risks Tolerable risks

Intolerable risks Intolerable risks

Monetary Monetary

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

Heading Deductively pre-defined categories Inductively adjusted categories

Non-monetary Non-monetary

Evitable Existential∗

Inevitable

International dimension Loss and damage Loss and damage

Climate finance∗

Climate justice∗

Keywords in italics were removed while keywords marked with an asterisk were inductively added throughout the coding process.

devoting resources to activities not related to short-term profits

(O2). Focussing on short-term economic objectives often also does

not encourage participatory processes which could initiate change

processes: “I think that if certain economic interests are in the

foreground, then (participatory) initiatives can be blocked easily.

When they are prioritized over voices in the population or social

aspects, for example” (O3). Financial constraints could be removed

through new regulations to support companies which would like to

implement new, more sustainable practices (O6).

4.1.2 Dependence on natural resources
Many climate change-related impacts on ecosystems can also

lead to economic constraints because of the importance of natural

resources for certain economic sectors. In Austria, this is the case

for the forestry sector. Increasing temperatures raise questions

about which tree species to plant in Austrian forests in the future,

which can mean negative economic impacts for those relying

on timber for their livelihoods (A5). Spruce monocultures are

frequent due to their quick growth and the versatility of the wood

they provide. In cases of bark beetle infestations, livelihoods are

threatened and cannot be replaced easily (F4).

Agricultural production is also at high risk of encountering

adaptation limits, meaning the loss of livelihoods for many farmers.

Increasing temperatures and more frequent or longer droughts

facilitate the spread of pests, and can make it impossible to

cultivate certain crop types in the future (V2). However, farmers

are obligated to plant crops for which there is sufficient demand

and for which they can get a good price. Increasing costs due

to droughts, harvest losses or increasingly expensive insurance

premiums can also lead to existential threats (O4). More details on

biological constraints linked to forests and agriculture can be found

in Section 4.8.

The tourism sector is economically very relevant in Austria,

particularly during the winter season. Individuals in certain regions

depend on tourism as theirmain source of income, while alternative

livelihoods are not easily available. This means that they could

experience great losses of income and existential threats (F1, F3,

O3, O4) due to increasing temperatures and predicted decreases in

snowfall and snow cover (A6, A9, O3, O4). As a solution, tourism in

Austria could become more nature-oriented (F3): “I don’t think it

will be possible to completely switch from skiing holidays to hiking

holidays in the winter. I think new concepts will be needed, also on

how time can be spent in nature to enjoy the qualities of that space

without endangering ecosystems” (O3).

4.2 Social/cultural constraints

4.2.1 Acceptance and willingness to change
One of the most frequently discussed adaptation constraints

pertains to the willingness of individuals to implement or accept

the implementation of CCA measures (A1, A5, A6, A8, A9, F2, O2,

O5). Aversion to change, for example when measures necessitate

a new lifestyle (O2) or relocation (O5), or the perception that CCA

measures could lead to disadvantages (A9), are contributing factors.

There are stronger concerns regarding restrictions to personal

rights and freedom than possible impacts of climate change (A1,

A6). It has also been observed that the implementation of new

measures is challenging because people tend to revert to what they

know despite expert advice on new methods (O2).

Another driver of the low acceptance of CCA measures may

be the lack of urgency felt by individuals (A2, A4, A10, F4, O2),

due to the uncertain and slow nature of climate change processes.

These slow processes also mean that climate change needs to be

communicated appropriately in order to motivate people to act

(F4). People tend to forget about disasters when they are not a

current topic, or their last occurrence dates back too long for

them to be perceived as relevant (A10, F4, O2). However, urgency

can and likely will increase and lead to behavioral changes or

increased technological preparedness when permanent damages

start occurring regularly (A4). It may also well be that people will

have to learn to live with more damages, and that this will lead

to more adaptive behavior (A7, O5, V1). “There will of course be

damages, or more damages, but people will have to learn to live

with this” (A7).

4.2.2 Individual responsibility for DRR and CCA
There is also the perception that individuals see the

implementation of DRR measures as the responsibility of the

state (F2). This means that they have little reason to deal with

securing their property or preparing for climatic hazards. Many

interviewees believe that it would be essential to give individuals

more responsibility for their own risk reduction and protection

against natural hazards (A1, A4, A5, A6, A7, A9, A10, F1, F2, F3,

O1, O2, O6, O8). This could for instance mean behavioral changes

such as regulating indoor temperatures to avoid overheating or

using water with more care (A6), lifestyle changes (A9, F1, O2,

O6), or more financial participation by individuals benefitting from

protective measures (A2). Insurance costs could also be raised for

individuals who choose to build in hazardous zones (A8).
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In Austria, there is a high level of trust in technical protection

measures. This mind set encourages people to build in hazardous

zones close to infrastructure such as mudslide breakers because

they feel safe, despite the knowledge that there could still be high

residual risk (F3). Raising awareness for climate change-related

issues within companies, schools and universities could facilitate

this shift (A6, A8, A9, A10, F3, O1, O3). This could also increase the

acceptance for CCA measures within the general population and

reduce adaptation constraints (A6, O5).

4.3 Human capacity constraints

4.3.1 Individual capabilities
Human psychology and behavioral patterns were mentioned

as constraints to adaptation. For instance, knowledge about a

subject does not necessarily lead to action (A2, F4), and hearing

about climate change is often not sufficient to lead to behavioral

changes. This gives particular importance to knowledge transfer

and the way technical and scientific topics are communicated

(A9, F4). Communicating emotionally about climate change can

aid in inciting people to act (F4). It is also not easy to grasp

complex issues such as climate change and identify measures which

would be truly effective. One of the interviewees mentioned that

“there are probably many limits to adaptation, but it is probably

impossible to say which ones yet” (A9). This suggests a limit of

imagination and uncertainty about the best course of action in

light of an uncertain future. Effective adaptation can therefore be

hindered by the implementation of ineffective measures. This can

give individuals a false sense of success and limit any further action.

An example would be the distribution of information brochures

about climate change: “if you want to do something, what is always

easy is to provide information. And then you did something, you

can say ’alright, issue closed’ and don’t have to deal with the

questions further” (F2)

4.3.2 Societal capabilities – systemic risk
We also identified constraints due to compound or systemic

risks, which fit best into the “human capacity” category as they

arise from to the way social systems are organized. The COVID-

19 pandemic is a good example of a factor increasing the risk for

adaptation limits because capacities are needed elsewhere, and no

structures are in place to ensure the smooth handling of climatic

hazards which may occur simultaneously (A1).

When critical infrastructure is affected, large-scale issues will

arise that will be hard to manage due to the dependence on certain

services such as health care or electricity provision (O6). Damages

will go beyond the loss of a building or structure and be felt in other

parts of the system. Such adaptation constraints can also exist on an

individual level, for example when a person is faced with multiple

stressors simultaneously such as losing their job, taking care of a

sick family member, and losing their home because of an extreme

event (F2).

4.4 Governance/institutions/policy
constraints

4.4.1 Willingness to act and risk communication
A lacking willingness to implement stronger CCA measures is

not only observed among individuals, but also among policymakers

(A2, A5, O6, V1). This may be due to the belief that “things will

work out” (A2), or again, a lacking feeling of urgency (O6).

The low acceptance of CCA measures within the population

could be rooted in the fact that there are still too few bottom-

up processes involving individuals in decision-making processes

(A5, F2). This governance constraint therefore feeds into the social

constraint identified above. More bottom-up processes including

individuals in the different steps of the risk management cycle

would aid in tackling climate-related issues more effectively (A4,

O3) and could increase individuals’ responsibility for their risk

reduction (F2). “I think it needs a clear commitment at the political

level, that there is an awareness of the changes which are to come,

that new processes are being designed which include the population

in the creation of new formats, options, possibilities, whatever. I

think it would be very important, I would wish for that, that one has

the possibility to be included in such processes, that the problems

and concerns of different groups are being listened to, and that it’s

not just about growth and the loss of jobs and numbers” (O3).

Added to that, policymakers are perceived to have an aversion

against raising the debate of increasing the responsibility of

individuals and households in cases of natural hazard damages (F2).

Similarly, “catastrophic scenarios” due to climate change are rarely

addressed and discussed in public by decision-makers to enforce

the image that everything is under control (F3). This makes it

more difficult to implement appropriate measures to prepare for

them. Interviewee A9 recognizes the role of the state in initiating

and leading a discussion on possible future scenarios and lifestyle

changes: “we have many good reasons to say that the conditions in

which we have lived are not sustainable, and are actually terrible.

We don’t have positive stories of the future. That means that this

discourse has to be conducted, socio-politically, this is not the duty

of universities and experts, this is a socio-political discourse, and

we have to provide input” (A9). More communication is therefore

needed with individuals (A5), especially from affected population

groups, in order to ensure that risk and consequences of actions

(e.g., the impact of frequent flying on the climate) are understood

(A2, A9, O6).

4.4.2 Established governance systems and
regulations

It was mentioned that, as with any established governance

system, it is difficult to change the status quo and to change

power balances (F3, F5). Bringing CCA to the forefront of political

decision-making therefore remains challenging. Certain interest

groups may also not want to change anything about the current

situation and are actively working toward keeping things the way

they are (O3). “That means that it could happen to us that we

already have answers, but that they are politically not feasible.

And if we lose as much time with CCA as with climate change

mitigation, then I think the situation will be quite serious” (A9).
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Similarly, it is difficult to change regulations and framework

conditions to become more favorable to the implementation of

CCA measures. “I mean, one thing is the willingness, if someone

wants to do something or not, but of course the framework

conditions are also essential. I may really want something, if the

legal and the financial, economic framework conditions don’t allow

it, it simply will not happen” (A2). For example, the law makes it

difficult for authorities to tell individuals and households to rebuild

their destroyed houses in another location (F3). Households are

therefore at risk of experiencing damages repeatedly.

Policy constraints were also mentioned in the context of

disaster risk insurance. In Austria, floods are currently not

insurable, leading to inadequate compensation of households

suffering from flood damages. According to interviewee V1, this

is simply a matter of regulatory enforcement. If flood insurance,

or natural hazard insurance in general became compulsory for

everyone, this could be avoided. Currently, it represents an

adaptation limit at an individual level due to a policy constraint.

4.4.3 Spatial planning
There is recognition for the importance of spatial planning

within CRM. The large number of diverging interests concerning

the use of space makes it difficult to restrict spatial planning if all

interests are to be weighed in decision-making processes (A10). In

Austria, spatial planning competencies lie at the municipal level.

This can impede agreement on new hazard zones, as they mean

the loss of construction space and are rarely in the immediate

interest of local decision-makers. “There should be more flood

risk zones. In Salzburg, there are efforts to address this, but the

mayors say ’not in my municipality, please, but the next one’.

This is also the case in Tyrol, essentially everywhere where there

are valleys” (A11). Interviewees generally agree that hazard zones

should become more restrictive, e.g., in terms of what can be built

in them, especially with increasing hazard risks (A2, A5, A6, A7,

A8, A9, F3, O5, O6). Space should be used more carefully, which

could necessitate a more holistic approach to spatial planning

going beyond municipal and district borders (A10). This could

mean including federal province governments in spatial planning

decisions (F5), or redistributing spatial planning competencies

altogether (O2) in order to follow a more trans-regional (O4) or

centralized (F3) approach. “If somebody askedme, what is the most

important CCA measure, I would argue in favor of climate spatial

planning, climate change mitigation and adaptation within spatial

planning” (A5).

In Austria, the settlement of alpine valleys is common practice

and part of the country’s settlement strategy. For some, this strategy

is not the right way forward: “this permanent offer, to have to

preserve settlement space, to have to preserve the alpine economic

space, and under this viewpoint, more or less everything has to

be financed, is unbelievable” (F3). Relocation in alpine areas is

extremely difficult because nearly every safe space available for

construction is already in use (A1). Another reason why relocation

is not considered as an option could be due to the available

funding in Austria: “(this discussion) only exists rudimentarily

simply because Austria is a very rich country and can afford very

good technical measures, and as long as money is there and this

can be done, the pressure on policymakers to make different,

harder decisions, is not great enough” (O2). However, this could

change with more frequent or intense hazards: “what we are

already experiencing today, is that certain areas are no longer

suitable, I have alreadymentioned flood relocation, which is already

occurring, and I think that will become worse with extreme events.

Especially in alpine regions, there is extreme urban sprawl in those

valleys, there are scattered settlements, where possibly not every

site can be maintained, because that is of course very expensive”

(A5). Relocation may therefore have to be increasingly considered

as a CCA option, at least in individual cases (A2, A5). “This big

discussion, can we really afford completely developing every side

valley in Tyrol? Does not yet exist. I think sooner or later it will

come, because costs will increase excessively” (O2). This suggests

future financial constraints which could lead to adaptation limits.

4.4.4 Institutional dependencies and cooperation
There is also awareness for the importance of voluntary

engagement in disaster riskmanagement in Austria, with beginning

concerns regarding the number of volunteers and financial support

they could receive in the future (A6, A9, O5). “We have a very

strong volunteer system in Austria, we will surely have to come

up with something, be it premiums for companies which give

their employees leave, which are already being discussed, and other

things” (A9).

4.5 Financial constraints

Potential financial constraints for the state were identified by

multiple stakeholders from research and the public sector in the

case that the magnitude and frequency of hazardous events would

increase too much (F1, F2, F5, O1, O6, O7). Individuals may also

lack the financial means to invest in protective infrastructure for

their property (A2).

In Austria, the disaster fund (“KatFonds”) exists to compensate

households for damages caused by natural disasters. It is an

established system, “[. . . ] but at a certain point, a limit will be

reached where you say that it is no longer financeable, or it would

be cheaper to relocate buildings” (A5). Similarly, insurance could

become too expensive to cover damages from natural hazards in

the future (A5, A9, O4, V2). It could be that discussions around

the affordability of measures are needed, as decision-makers are

perceived to believe that everything can be afforded in Austria (O2).

Financial constraints can also arise from decision-making

processes and conflicts of interest regarding the allocation of public

funds (A5, A6, A9, A10). For example, the need for social housing

stands in opposition with more expensive climate-resilient housing

(A5). During the COVID-19 pandemic, Austrian state funds were

used to compensate for economic losses, which reduced the amount

of money potentially available for CCA measures (A10). Even

without such crises, financial constraints can arise when insufficient

money is allocated to CCA measures (A6, A9). This can also be

expressed as lacking willingness to pay, depending on whether

something is recognized as valuable or not (A8, A9, F2). This will

also be the case in the future, when more damages are predicted.
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“Over the long term, the debate will arise for the state: which

infrastructure are we upholding, at which cost?” (A9).

New regulations for the financial redistribution between the

national, federal province and municipal level could be necessary

for funding allocation and use as the distribution of funding does

not always reflect the distribution of work: “it is unfortunately a fact

that communes have had to increasingly take on tasks from federal

province governments in the last 10, 15 years, be it in education,

healthcare, supply, and we simply no longer have the financial

capabilities” (O6).

4.6 Information/awareness/technology
constraints

4.6.1 Knowledge and awareness
Lack of awareness of potential risks and the need to act can be a

constraining factor for adaptation (A3). It can arise when climate

change-related topics are not sufficiently taught and emphasized

in schools, universities and at company level yet (A6). Lack of

awareness can be observed at different scales, among individuals,

or decision-makers at national and local levels. “Decision-makers

in this commune, they are not yet aware. They do not recognize the

intensity of what is occurring, and prefer to delay it” (O6).

More awareness by the state and public sector is needed to

implement necessary measures (A2, A4, A6, O3). “We are still

far from having the awareness required to ensure that necessary

measures are happening, or preparations are happening at a

public level, but I see the urgency of it all the more” (A4).

However, even when awareness about climate change exists, it is

very difficult to turn it into concrete political measures (A4), due

to the elaborate nature of decision-making processes, diverging

interests or uncertainty about the future. Lacking knowledge was

in fact mentioned more frequently as an adaptation constraint than

lacking awareness. Despite being aware of the need to act, lacking

knowledge on future conditions under climate change makes it

difficult to plan (A4, A9, F1, F3, O8). This can be caused by the

complex interactions between different systems and ecosystems

(A4, A9). Lack of knowledge often extends to geographically

specific examples. For instance, the lack of knowledge of where

hazards can occur can lead to construction in hazardous zones

(A7, O7).

4.6.2 Technical limits
In terms of technical limits, it was recognized by multiple

interviewees that there are limits associated with protective

infrastructure (A1, A2, A9, F1, O1, O5). “In reality, it is not

possible to protect everything with technical means and this will

probably become less and less possible” (A2). This statement refers
to the notion of residual risk, and the fact that measures can
always fail (A10, O7, O8, V1). “And we always say “protective

infrastructure can work, but doesn’t have to work.” [. . . ] We cannot
do that, control nature, we really cannot” (A10). Due to changing
conditions, hazardous events could go beyond the capacity of

current flood protection measures (A9, O2). In alpine regions, the

limited available space constrains the possibilities of what can be

built (A1).

The height of flood protection measures cannot be increased

indefinitely (A9, O2, O5), meaning that larger flood events cannot

simply be tackled with larger dams. Riverine flood events are not

expected to cause adaptation limits in Austria because the country

is well-prepared and has a lot of experience with this type of

hazard (A3, F4). The implementation of necessary measures is

possible (A6) and damages from floods are not expected to be

permanent (A7). Climate change is however predicted to lead

to more floods from extreme precipitation than is currently the

case, which are a lot more difficult to prepare for with technical

measures and may lead to adaptation limits (O1). Measures

which were previously not considered may then be needed:

“I think that at some point you will no longer have to ask

yourself if a dam’s height has to be increase by 10 cm or 1m,

but you have to think, how will you manage a flood that will

come in certain areas that you will not be able to prevent, and

how do you adapt as a society to ensure the flood does not

create the damage it would currently create?” (O5). This also

implies a certain mind set shift of what is considered to be

an acceptable CCA measure. Relocation may only be reluctantly

accepted today, but this could change in the future with increasing

natural hazard risks. For instance, it could be argued that “in

principle, relocations are about shifts of economic zones, not about

losses. We gain even more through relocations, namely retention

space, and we gain space that we no longer have to protect in

the future” (A7).

Technical measures are also not a substitute for lost protection

forests (F1). “[Protection forests] are a relatively cheap system,

and when this system no longer works, because conditions are

too dry for forests at high altitudes, which is quite possible in

the Central Alps, then we lose the settlements along with the

forests, because we can probably not afford technical measures,

and if we could afford them, we wouldn’t want them, and

then we would have to cement the mountains to ensure that

everything there remains fixed. All these regions that make Austria

so attractive, the mountain landscapes, are very threatened in

my opinion” (F1).

Another limiting factor of technical measures is that they can

take a long time before becoming effective, for example due to

long decision-making or construction times (A4, F5). Climatic

conditions may however change in the meantime, making them

less effective than intended at the moment they were planned.

Existing infrastructure also faces issues under climate change, as it

cannot be moved, or only at a very high cost (A9). Sewer systems

could become too small to receive the amounts of water predicted

from extreme precipitation events (A6, O6). This means that timely

interventions are necessary to ensure sufficient preparation for

future conditions. More resilient buildings should be constructed

to reduce natural hazard risks (A5, A6). High temperatures in

critical infrastructure and public buildings such as hospitals will

require appropriate levels of cooling in order to maintain suitable

conditions for vulnerable population groups (A9, O6). Technical

snowmaking, which is already a fundamental part of winter

tourism, will become impossible when temperatures increase too

much (O3).
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4.7 Physical constraints

No constraints potentially leading to adaptation limits in

Austria were identified by the interviewees in this category.

Examples of physical constraints would for example include the loss

of land due to sea level rise, flooding or desertification, which are

currently not predicted in Austria.

4.8 Biological constraints

Most biological constraints identified by interviewees

stem from increasing temperatures and altered meteorological

conditions, such as drought and extreme precipitation. The

forestry and agricultural sectors are particularly affected by these

changes and are frequently discussed due to their economic

importance. Forests also play an important role in Austria due

to the ecosystem services they provide and protective functions

against hazards such as landslides, avalanches and rockfalls.

Forests are recognized as particularly vulnerable to climate change

(A9, F3, O1, O2), especially to droughts (V2). This can lead to

landscape changes (O2). Temperature increases will also change

the forest composition and move the treeline to higher altitudes,

which can change the local hydrology and reduce natural hazard

protection (A1).

A different and more varied tree species composition could

however also reduce damages from bark beetles (F4), which pose

a significant threat to Austrian forests (F1, F3, O1, V2). Bark

beetle infestations are becoming more common as increasing

temperatures create more favorable conditions for their spread.

They can now be found in regions which were previously

unaffected, including at higher altitudes, and are very difficult to

combat. An added challenge is the long growth time of trees,

which makes it difficult to make up for the loss of forests and

represents an important biological adaptation constraint (A1, F3,

O1, O7, V2). Thanks to ongoing research on heat-resistant tree

species, however, A1 believes that despite these difficulties, there

will be no overall adaptation limit for forests in Austria. Other

interviewees believe that more research on protection forests and

forest ecosystems is still needed (F3, O6). In the agricultural

sector, one interviewee believes that water management would be

sufficient to prevent intolerable impacts, provided that only the

seasonality of precipitation events changes, not quantities of water

(F4). Adjusting crop types would also help in reducing vulnerability

(A6, O4).

Higher temperatures also lead to more moisture in the air, and

therefore to more extreme precipitation events (A5, A7, V1). There

is the concern that climatic changes will occur so quickly in the

future that it will not be possible to adapt (A9, O6). Ecosystems

can degrade very quickly after certain thresholds are reached

(A9), which can lead to sudden adaptation limits, and irreversible

loss. The loss of protection forests would leave many settlements

vulnerable as there are no technical alternatives that offer the same

level of protection (F1), while it takes∼50 years for a reforested area

to be ready (F3). Changing water regimes and decreasing snowmelt

may lead to reduced groundwater availability (O4). Water scarcity

could in turn lead to the irreversible loss of land, which would

have a strong impact on the agricultural sector (O4). Damages from

extreme events occurring over large areas such as large-scale frost

or drought are not preventable (A6, F1, V2). Similarly, the intensity

of extreme events may stand in the way of effective adaptation.

“We have weather events, for example if we have hurricanes that

reach proportions we can no longer handle, that technology cannot

handle, then damages will be considerable. I think that we will not

be able to reduce this residual risk through future measures” (A6).

“When a larger flood occurs, then that will of course result in a

catastrophe, and 1 day a flood will occur which, possibly reinforced

through climate change, will lead to this catastrophic scenario, but

it is difficult to prepare for that. I mean it would mean reserving

funds over decades for an event that may not occur” (A7).

Biological constraints may also relate to humans themselves.

Higher temperatures create conditions which increase the health

risks of vulnerable population groups, such as the sick and elderly.

Measures tackling heat-related excess mortality are lacking and will

be urgently needed in the future (F4, O6, O7, V1).

4.9 Constraints vs. limits to adaptation

Although most interviewees were able to give examples

of potential adaptation constraints and challenging or even

catastrophic scenarios, many state that at the country-wide level,

Austria does not appear to face immediate adaptation limits.

“Policymakers are aware of the need to further invest, and in

that sense, everything which is needed to deal with the current

impacts that we see is available. [. . . ] We are currently not on the

edge of capacity limits concerning risk management. It is maybe

always a question of personal conditions, when individual citizens

are affected, it hurts of course, but society in Austria is currently

not faced with any limits because of natural hazards. That can

change, naturally” (A1). This was also identified on a regional level,

specifically because of the perception that all potentially affected

stakeholders are aware of the risks and ensure careful planning and

good cooperation among relevant parties (O7).

Any losses of land or damages which are incurred locally can be

compensated at a macroeconomic level, as opposed to states such

as Kiribati or Tuvalu, which may lose large areas of land and face

existential risks (O4). The risk of certain areas in Austria becoming

uninhabitable is perceived as “not as extreme as in other areas of

the world” (A8), and is only relevant at very small scales, if at all

(O5). There is also the belief that necessary measures are affordable

(F4) and that damages from climatic changes can be covered by

insurance (V1). “In Austria, no, I don’t believe that things will

happen where we will have to say that we have to leave. We adapt,

[. . . ] we are doing relatively well, we just have to make sure that

it all stays in a certain financial frame which works. And for that,

planning with foresight, spatial planning, zoning, are important

topics. And for that, assertive policymaking is necessary” (A8).

5 Discussion and conclusion

As there are still considerable and deep uncertainties involved

in identifying and quantifying potential adaptation limits, we use

a social science approach to shed light on this crucial issue.
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The results from the semi-structured expert interviews show

awareness of different types of adaptation constraints from various

stakeholders with different roles in the political, scientific and

organizational landscape in Austria. Whether these constraints will

eventually lead to adaptation limits or are rather points which

should be improved to optimize existing adaptation strategies is

not easy to distinguish, as it is difficult to predict under deep

and long-term uncertainty which impacts will actually materialize,

with which outcome. The possibility of constraints leading to soft

adaptation limits, which can be overcome in principle, contributes

to this lack of clarity.

The interviews were an effective method to gain an insight

into perceptions on adaptation constraints and limits in Austria

at different levels and from different perspectives. The results are

a valuable addition to quantitative data such as monetary losses

or available funding for DRM, as they highlight developments in

important sectors and groups, or important interlinkages between

sectors, that cannot easily be quantified yet. As such, our qualitative

results can support the design of climate adaptation strategies and

help ensure that these achieve their development and resilience

objectives despite long-term uncertainty (Moallemi et al., 2022).

Importantly, we find little awareness among interviewed

stakeholders of systemic risks which, however, hold a high

potential for leading to intolerable damages and adaptation limits.

Their consideration in developing climate strategies under deep

uncertainty would be essential for effective adaptation and requires

more focus from policy and research (Li et al., 2021; Renn et al.,

2022). Possible “tipping points” due to climate change, for example

in the tourism sector, are not yet sufficiently understood and bear

great risks for certain regions in Austria (Steiger et al., 2021).

It was frequently stated that the incentives for risk reduction

measures at the individual level are very low in Austria,

as it is understood that the state is responsible for impact

compensation after the occurrence of natural hazards. This was

described by Adger and Vincent (2005) as the “nested nature of

decision-making,” meaning that individual adaptation actions are

constrained by regulatory decisions, a governance challenge that is

also present in the context of climate change mitigation in Austria

(Irshaid et al., 2021). The creation of an enabling environment

with regulations supporting sustainable behavior would greatly

reduce potential adaptation constraints such as the commonly

identified lack of willingness among individuals to implement or

accept the implementation of CCA measures, possibly driven by a

lacking sense of urgency. “No sense of urgency” was also identified

by Biesbroek et al. (2011) as an important potential adaptation

barrier. They further list “insufficient financial resources,” “short-

termism in politics,” and “insufficient knowledge about adaptation.”

The lacking willingness to implement stricter measures among

policymakers was also discussed in our interviews, as well as

the resulting need for more awareness by the state and public

sector for the potentially strongly increasing climate-related risks

in Austria. Coulter (2018, p. 223) presents similar results relating

to stakeholders from Australia and Canada minimizing climate

change threats due to “perceived high adaptive capacity and low

exposure.” Such “limits of imagination” bear the risk of missing the

appropriate timeframe for implementing CCAmeasures and acting

only when it is too late.

Regarding necessary measures to overcome adaptation

constraints within current practices and to avoid future adaptation

limits, the strongest consensus was found regarding the need

to give individuals more responsibility for their own risk

reduction and protection against damages from climatic hazards.

Although this is an important aspect of effective adaptation

strategies, it does not remove the importance of governmental

responsibility for enabling adaptation and sustainable behavior

across all societal levels, including institutions and businesses.

Adaptation can for instance be further mainstreamed into

existing policies, while new regulations or financial support

can be introduced to facilitate transformational change. Spatial

planning is also very influential in reducing risks and cannot

be adjusted without the involvement of the regional and local

government. Existing tools such as the disaster fund, however,

will have to be adapted in light of projected increases in

damages due to climate change, as discussed by Schinko et al.

(2017).

Low awareness of adaptation limits does not mean a

lack of CCA or DRM action, especially in countries such as

Austria, where DRM has a long tradition and residual risks

are accounted for. A stronger integration of CCA and DRM,

which is a comprehensive approach also known as Climate Risk

Management (CRM), would however strengthen the existing

DRR capacities in Austria by introducing a more forward-

looking approach to disaster risk management (Birkmann and

von Teichman, 2010; Schinko et al., 2017; Leitner et al.,

2020). This would be greatly facilitated by more communication

between institutions and relevant stakeholders, which could be

institutionalized through an Austrian climate risk council (Leitner

et al., 2020).

Although Austria may not be faced with physical constraints

such as sea level rise or desertification, which could lead to

“hard” adaptation limits, it is nevertheless essential to proactively

prepare strategies for more severe climatic events and impacts that

may impose “soft” adaptation limits at the local and individual

level in Austria, as our results indicate. A backwards-looking

approach relying on past events, historical data and existing

DRR measures will not be sufficient as climate change is already

changing the magnitude and frequency of hazardous events

and will continue to do so in the future. Especially systemic

risks should be at the core of both research and policymaking,

with participatory processes ensuring that existing limits of

imagination can be overcome, and that the needs of many are

considered in the design and implementation of comprehensive

CRM measures and strategies. In particular, the development of

comprehensive climate strategies requires constant interaction with

a vast and diverse set of stakeholders (Ross et al., 2021). To

this end, Lempert and Turner (2021) demonstrate that Decision

Making Under Deep Uncertainty (DMDU) methods can aid the

integration of different worldviews and (quantitative) decision

support (see also Linnerooth-Bayer, 2021). We are confident

that our social science approach conducted in this paper has

brought to the fore some important empirical insights across all

generic elements of DMDU approaches (i.e., framing, exploring,

choosing; see Marchau et al., 2019). These insights can be

seen as a precursor or scoping study for the establishment of
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comprehensive DMDU approaches in a Global North country

like Austria.

Our insights are not only relevant for tackling adaptation

limits in Austria, but also for many other countries across

the globe. Since many Global North countries share similar

constraints and uncertainties regarding technological, economic,

and political trends, our insights from Austria are valuable

for identifying adaptation constraints and eventually proactively

addressing adaptation limits within robust adaptation strategies

in other geographical contexts. Both climatic and non-climatic

factors are at the root of adaptation limits and necessitate the

involvement of stakeholders and the consideration of their diverse

values and worldviews in order to be identified and successfully

addressed. As research on adaptation limits is becoming more

widespread, it is now essential to begin with the identification

of potential impacts beyond adaptation by policymakers and the

practical implementation of potentially transformational CRM

measures and strategies to ensure tolerable levels of risks under

climate change.
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